ATTACHMENT ‘A’
Alexandra Palace and Park Board – 21 OCTOBER 2008
RESOLUTIONS of the Alexandra Park and Palace Advisory Committee
(“SAC”) dated 7th OCTOBER 2008
(a)

Future of the Asset
RESOLVED

(b)

i.

That the Advisory Committee notes with considerable concern
and disquiet the findings of the independent review into the
granting of a Licence to Firoka to carry out the functions of the
trading company, in its place, , and that this Licence seemingly
ran counter to the previously expressed requirement that the
Board at all times had to ensure that it obtained the best
possible return reasonably obtainable from the assets of the
Charity;

ii.

That the Advisory Committee repeats its earlier concerns at the
lack of consultation by the Board in respect of the proposed
terms of the Lease with the Firoka Group,and that they be fully
consulted, and that all relevant matters be disclosed to it, in
advance of any decision, in respect of the Board’s plans for the
future of the asset; and

iii.

That in respect of the planned consultation about the future of
the Palace (the “Away Day”) the Board widen the invitations to
attend to representatives of both the Advisory and Consultative
Committees, in order to obtain input from representatives of the
local Community.

Alexandra Park Cricket Club, in respect of the rent review of the
Lease
RESOLVED
i.

That the Board consults the Advisory Committee in respect of
the terms of any proposed sub- lease, following the variation of
the Cricket Club’s existing lease; and

ii.

that consultation with this Committee should occur before any
proposed sub-lease is considered by the Board, in order for the
Committee to express its views to the Board.

(c)
Legal clarification of advice given by the LB Haringey re:the Gaming Licence (Occasional Use Notice) under section 39 of
the Gambling Act 2005, and the Advisory Committee’s remit
RESOLVED
i.

That the Board be requested to note that the Advisory
Committee does not agree with the advice received from the LB
Haringey’s Legal Service that the above matter did not fall
within its remit;

ii.

That the Advisory Committee intends to convene either a
Special or Urgency Sub-Committee meeting in mid November
2008 to discuss the advice and that it has requested that the LB
Haringey’s Legal Service attend that meeting for the purpose of
the Committee receiving the advice and having an opportunity to
consider the same with the officers/ advisers concerned; and

iii.

That the Advisory Committee intends to consider (following such
meeting) obtaining a second opinion as to the legal advice
tendered by the LB Haringey’s Legal Service.

